
ISBN 13 Title Format Series Genre CC Strand CC Grade CC Number CC Description
9781554532902 100% Pure Fake HC Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 

a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781554532902 100% Pure Fake HC Non-Fiction RI 3 8 RI.3.8: Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a 
text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).

9781554539314 100% Pure Fake PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781554539314 100% Pure Fake PB Non-Fiction RI 3 8 RI.3.8: Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a 
text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).

9781554537150 AlphaBest HCJ Picture L 3 1g L.3.1g: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage 
when writing or speaking.
g. Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs, and choose between 
them depending on what is to be modified.

9781553375234 Amazing International Space Station, The PB Non-Fiction RI 3 5 RI.3.5: Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate 
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

9781550743555 Bears PB Kids Can Press Wildlife 
Series

Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI. 3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781550743555 Bears PB Kids Can Press Wildlife 
Series

Non-Fiction RI 3 4 RI. 3.4: Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject area.

9781550743555 Bears PB Kids Can Press Wildlife 
Series

Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI. 3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781554537037 Binky Takes Charge HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554537037 Binky Takes Charge HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554537037 Binky Takes Charge HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554537686 Binky Takes Charge PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554537686 Binky Takes Charge PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554537686 Binky Takes Charge PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554533091 Binky the Space Cat HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554533091 Binky the Space Cat HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554533091 Binky the Space Cat HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554534197 Binky the Space Cat PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554534197 Binky the Space Cat PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554534197 Binky the Space Cat PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554535026 Binky to the Rescue HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554535026 Binky to the Rescue HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554535026 Binky to the Rescue HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554535972 Binky to the Rescue PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554535972 Binky to the Rescue PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554535972 Binky to the Rescue PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554535040 Binky Under Pressure HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554535040 Binky Under Pressure HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554535040 Binky Under Pressure HC Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554537679 Binky Under Pressure PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554537679 Binky Under Pressure PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what it conveyed by 
the words in a story (e.g. create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781554537679 Binky Under Pressure PB Binky Adventure, A Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554534678 Biomimicry HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 2 RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 
support the main idea.
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9781554531387 Bugs Up Close HC Non-Fiction RI 3 2 RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 

support the main idea.

9781554531394 Bugs Up Close PB Non-Fiction RI 3 2 RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 
support the main idea.

9781553370901 Camilla Gryski’s Cat’s Cradle PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781553370901 Camilla Gryski’s Cat’s Cradle PB Non-Fiction RI 3 8 RI.3.8: Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a 
text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence)

9781554533626 Case Closed? HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 3 RI.3.3: Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect.

9781554533084 Cat’s Pajamas, The HCJ Picture RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 

9781554533084 Cat’s Pajamas, The HCJ Picture RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is conveyed
by the words in a story (e.g., create mood,
emphasize aspects of a character or setting). 

9781554532810 Daily Comet, The HCJ Picture RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 7. illustrations contribute to what is conveyed
by the words in a story (e.g., create mood,
emphasize aspects of a character or setting). 

9781554537808 Daisy's Defining Day HCJ Daisy Early Chapter Book RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 

9781554537808 Daisy's Defining Day HCJ Daisy Early Chapter Book RL 3 5 RL.3.5: Refer to parts of stories, dramas and poems when writing or speaking about a text, 
using terms such as chapter, scence and stanza; describe how each successive part builds 
on earlier sections.

9781554537808 Daisy's Defining Day HCJ Daisy Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554536450 Daisy's Perfect Word HCJ Daisy Early Chapter Book RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 

9781554536450 Daisy's Perfect Word HCJ Daisy Early Chapter Book RL 3 5 RL.3.5: Refer to parts of stories, dramas and poems when writing or speaking about a text, 
using terms such as chapter, scence and stanza; describe how each successive part builds 
on earlier sections.

9781554536450 Daisy's Perfect Word HCJ Daisy Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast themes , settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g. in books from a series).

9781554534487 Dear Flyary HCJ Picture L 3 4a L.1.3a: Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 
phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.

9781554531011 Dirt on Dirt, The HC Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781554531028 Dirt on Dirt, The PB Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781554534548 Don’t Touch That Toad and Other Strange Things Adults 
Tell You

HC Non-Fiction RL 3 1 RL.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers. 

9781554531653 Earth to Audrey PB Picture RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

9781554535705 Earth-Friendly Buildings, Bridges and More HC Non-Fiction RI 3 5 RI.3.5: Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate 
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

9781554535705 Earth-Friendly Buildings, Bridges and More HC Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g.,maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781554534302 Evolution HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g.,maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781554537501 Faith HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.
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9781554537501 Faith HCJ Non-Fiction RL 3 2 RL.3.2: Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; 

determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key 
details in the text.

9781553376347 Fantastic Feats and Failures PB Non-Fiction RI 3 5 RI.3.5: Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate 
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

9781550748505 Gold Rush Fever PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur). 

9781550748505 Gold Rush Fever PB Non-Fiction RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

9781554531950 Gotcha! PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur). 

9781554531950 Gotcha! PB Non-Fiction RI 3 8 RI.3.8: Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a 
text to support particular points in a text. (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third
in a sequence). 

9781554530687 Gravity Buster HCJ Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

9781554530694 Gravity Buster PB Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

9781554532896 Have I Got a Book for You! HCJ Picture RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781553377917 Hayley Wickenheiser PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g.,maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g.,
where, when, why, and how key events occur).

9781554532063 Hoaxed! HC Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g.,maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g.,
where, when, why, and how key events occur).

9781554532063 Hoaxed! HC Non-Fiction RL 3 1 RL.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781554532070 Hoaxed! PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g.,maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g.,
where, when, why, and how key events occur).

9781554532070 Hoaxed! PB Non-Fiction RL 3 1 RL.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781554535774 Hocus Pocus HCJ Picture RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g.,maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g.,
where, when, why, and how key events occur).

9781554535774 Hocus Pocus HCJ Picture RL 3 1 RL.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781550748161 How Much, How Many, How Far, How Heavy, How Long, 
How Tall Is 1000?

PB Picture RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g.,maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text todemonstrate understanding of the text (e.g.,where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781554533442 If America Were a Village HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 3 2 RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 
support the main idea.

9781554535958 If the World Were a Village - Second Edition HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 3 2 RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 
support the main idea.

9781553376934 Into the Volcano PB Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781554537112 Into the Woods HC Bigfoot Boy Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554537129 Into the Woods PB Bigfoot Boy Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554535798 Jasper John Dooley: Left Behind HCJ Jasper John Dooley Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554535798 Jasper John Dooley: Left Behind HCJ Jasper John Dooley Early Chapter Book RL 3 5 RL.3.5: Refer to parts of stories, dramas and poems when writing or speaking about a text, 
using terms such as chapter, scence and stanza; describe how each successive part builds 
on earlier sections.

9781554535781 Jasper John Dooley: Star of the Week HCJ Jasper John Dooley Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554535781 Jasper John Dooley: Star of the Week HCJ Jasper John Dooley Early Chapter Book RL 3 5 RL.3.5: Refer to parts of stories, dramas and poems when writing or speaking about a text, 
using terms such as chapter, scence and stanza; describe how each successive part builds 
on earlier sections.

9781550745092 Last Safe House, The PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781554535941 Lighting Our World HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 2 RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 
support the main idea.

9781554535941 Lighting Our World HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 3 RI.3.3: Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect. 
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9781554535941 Lighting Our World HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g. maps, photographs) and the words in 

a text to demonstrate understanding of text (e.g. where, when, why and how key events 
occur).

9781554535767 Lower the Trap HCJ Lobster Chronicles Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe the characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and 
explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554535767 Lower the Trap HCJ Lobster Chronicles Early Chapter Book RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language.

9781553379621 Martin Bridge: Blazing Ahead! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781553379621 Martin Bridge: Blazing Ahead! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781554531578 Martin Bridge: In High Gear! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554531578 Martin Bridge: In High Gear! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781553377733 Martin Bridge: On the Lookout! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781553377733 Martin Bridge: On the Lookout! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781554531615 Martin Bridge: Onwards and Upwards! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554531615 Martin Bridge: Onwards and Upwards! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781554531493 Martin Bridge: Out of Orbit! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554531493 Martin Bridge: Out of Orbit! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781553377726 Martin Bridge: Ready for Takeoff! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781553377726 Martin Bridge: Ready for Takeoff! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781553379775 Martin Bridge: Sound the Alarm! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781553379775 Martin Bridge: Sound the Alarm! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781554531592 Martin Bridge: The Sky’s the Limit! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554531592 Martin Bridge: The Sky’s the Limit! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 3 9 RL.3.9: Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).

9781550745061 Mealworms PB Non-Fiction RI 3 3 RI.3.3: Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect.

9781550745061 Mealworms PB Non-Fiction RL 3 2 RL.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 
support the main idea.

9781550745061 Mealworms PB Non-Fiction RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781553377962 Mixed Beasts HCJ Picture RL 3 7 RL.3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute to what is conveyed 
by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

9781553374626 Monkey Business HCJ Picture RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing from literal and nonliteral language.

9781554532285 Monkey Business PBwf Picture RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing from literal and nonliteral language.

9781550745887 Morning on the Lake PB Picture RL 3 5 RL.3.5: Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, 
using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each successive part builds 
on earlier sections.

9781554536429 Narrow Escape, A HCJ Lobster Chronicles Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe the characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and 
explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554536429 Narrow Escape, A HCJ Lobster Chronicles Early Chapter Book RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language.

9781550747775 Oma’s Quilt HCJ Picture RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781553376255 Oma’s Quilt PB Picture RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

9781554531974 Out of This World HC Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781554531981 Out of This World PB Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781553376248 Owls PB Kids Can Press Wildlife 
Series

Non-Fiction RI 3 3 RI. 3.3: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).
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9781550745740 Pioneer Thanksgiving, A PB Non-Fiction RL 3 2 RL.3.2: Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; 

determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key 
details in the text.

9781554537532 Planet Ark HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g. maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of text (e.g. where, when, why and how key events 
occur).

9781550743951 Plants PB Starting with Science Non-Fiction RI 3 3 RI.3.3: Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect.

9781553377436 Police Officers PB Kids Can Read First Reader RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g. maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the thext.

9781553377436 Police Officers PB Kids Can Read First Reader RL 3 10 RL.3.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas 
and poetry at the high end of the grades 2-3 text complexity band independintly and 
proficiently. 

9781553377474 Postal Workers PB Kids Can Read First Reader RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g. maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the thext.

9781553377474 Postal Workers PB Kids Can Read First Reader RL 3 10 RL.3.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas 
and poetry at the high end of the grades 2-3 text complexity band independintly and 
proficiently. 

9781554532032 Robots HC Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781554532049 Robots PB Non-Fiction RI 3 1 RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly 
to the text as the basis for the answers.

9781550741131 Science Book for Girls, The PB Books for Girls Non-Fiction RI 3 3 RI.3.3: Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect. 

9781553379959 Science Detectives PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781550743999 Simple Machines PB Starting with Science Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781550744019 Solids, Liquids and Gases PB Starting with Science Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781553378877 Star Jumper PB Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

9781553378877 Star Jumper PB Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 

9781553373995 Stuff for Your Space PB Kids Can Do It Non-Fiction RI 3 3 RI. 3.3: Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, 
sequence, and cause/effect.

9781553373995 Stuff for Your Space PB Kids Can Do It Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI. 3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781553373995 Stuff for Your Space PB Kids Can Do It Non-Fiction RI 3 8 RI. 3.8: Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a 
text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).

9781554532308 Time Twister HCJ Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

9781554532308 Time Twister HCJ Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 

9781554532315 Time Twister PB Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 3 RL.3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain 
how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

9781554532315 Time Twister PB Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 3 4 RL.3.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 

9781550748147 To the Top of Everest PB Non-Fiction RI 3 5 RI.3.5:  Use text features and search tools (e.g. key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate 
information relevant to a given topic efficiently. 

9781550748147 To the Top of Everest PB Non-Fiction RI 3 7 RI.3.7: Use information gained from illustrations (e.g. maps, photographs) and the words in 
a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g. where, when, why, and how key events 
occur).

9781553371793 Transformed HCJ Non-Fiction RI 3 5 RI.3.5:  Use text features and search tools (e.g. key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate 
information relevant to a given topic efficiently. 

9781554532445 Transformed PBwf Non-Fiction RI 3 5 RI.3.5:  Use text features and search tools (e.g. key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate 
information relevant to a given topic efficiently. 

9781554536306 Wise at Heart HCJ Non-Fiction RL 3 3 RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they 
support the main idea. 


